Artist Christopher Marley showcases the masterful design found within the natural world. In the air, on land and under the sea we are constantly reminded that we are not alone on this planet.

Such is the basis of Christopher Marley’s stunning work which reinterprets nature’s splendor into kaleidoscopes of colors, shapes and patterns for collectors who prefer their art a little on the wild side.

To create these extraordinary pieces, Marley uses sustainably harvested insects from hundreds of locations worldwide. Birds, reptiles, sea creatures and plants are also featured and meticulously prepared with a focus on highlighting the unique design elements of each subject. When minerals are his medium of choice, Marley personally selects each fiery crystal, ancient fossil or precious gemstone to create works that inspire a greater appreciation for the elements of our earth.

Whether it’s designed from insects, animals or minerals, every signature Christopher Marley creation brings a touch of nature into your home or workspace in the most spectacular way.